Create Interactive Signage with Discover Video’s DEVOS Solution

Easily Create Custom Signage

Experience how simple it is to create digital signs with custom content for public areas in your school, business, medical or government office.
DISCOVER DIGITAL SIGNAGE

With Discover Video’s versatile DEVOS digital signage system, you can easily create and display important and timely information in the form of text, videos, presentation slides, live TV, RSS, and images. With our simple and flexible system, you can even create unique content for each individual sign and change it as often as you want.

How it Works

To create your digital sign, log in to DEVOS and simply select any template and insert your desired content, including video, images, PowerPoint slides, Google slides, text, web pages, and RSS feeds. You can combine various content into playlists, making the signs more dynamic. The content is then uploaded to the local or cloud-based server, sent to the streaming media player, then displayed on your display device. Every DEVOS system includes the ability to configure each signage station with unique content, so you choose which monitors display which content.

DEVOS TEMPLATES

If you need more flexibility than the templates allow, the Custom Signage app allows you to quickly and easily design new layouts or edit existing signs. Select your colors, fonts, images, videos, text, web pages—the options are unlimited!
A FLEXIBLE SIGNAGE SOLUTION

Discover Video’s versatile DEVOS digital signage offerings make it easy to choose the right solution for your needs.

Media Player & Display Options

Digital signage can be displayed using several different device types.

SignStick: Our most popular digital signage player, the SignStick is a low-cost, compact, easy to use device that plugs into any standard TV monitor via the HDMI port. Once the SignStick is plugged in, simply connect to the local Ethernet or Wi-Fi network to start streaming content from the DEVOS server for your signage display. The SignStick can play any content and does not require a continuous connection—it will continue to display the locally stored version of your signage content if the network becomes unavailable.

DEVOS Server Options

Many competitors offer video solutions that are exclusively cloud-based, but the DEVOS content management system, which serves as a live streaming server and a central storage and management hub for all captured video content, is available in several different configurations so you can choose which works best for your company.

- On premises: Install software on your own server or the DEVOS Rack Server-16, which supports over 2,000 simultaneous video viewers.
- Cloud: Fully hosted, expandable storage.
- Hybrid: On premises and cloud.

Discover Video Media Player: The Media Player allows organizations to deliver full HD video signage to any TV monitor connected to the DEVOS system. Each Media Player can display unique content, allowing for an unlimited number of digital signs. Like the SignStick it can display multiple content types, but its more powerful processor enables it to play more than one video simultaneously.
DIGITAL SIGNAGE MADE EASY

Digital signs look high-tech, but with the right solution they are easy to use, affordable, and simple to manage.

Benefits of the DEVOS Digital Signage Solution

✓ Simple to Use: The Discover Video digital signage system is easy to use for anyone. Just log in to the DEVOS system from anywhere through your web browser and use the special digital signage wizard to make your signs. You can have a complete system up and running within minutes. Each system can support multiple sign creators, each controlling specific signs.

✓ Flexible: With the Discover digital signage solution, you can create digital signs using any combination of content sources, create custom displays or use the included templates, select your choice of server, player type, and display device, and change signs easily and remotely. With Google Slides, anyone that can create a slide can create a digital sign.

✓ Supports Priority Alert: For emergencies, you can send Priority Alert messages directly to digital signage monitors providing evacuation instructions or other important information. Priority Alert overrides any other content that may be showing and replaces it with your message. And it doesn’t have to be an emergency—Priority Alert can also be used to send information on new events, time-sensitive reminders, or announcements.

✓ Offers a Single-Vendor Solution: With other digital signage solutions, you may have to use several different vendors for hosting and hardware, which often causes incompatibility issues. Discover offers the entire ecosystem, so you know that all aspects of your digital signage solution are compatible—simplifying service and support.

✓ Built-in Security: The DEVOS Signage System has a secure web portal for the digital signage administrators. Sign creators must log in via password or Active Directory to create or modify signage. DEVOS also includes an approval process that requires specific signs to be approved before going active.

✓ Affordable: Unlike with other digital signage systems, there is no additional charge for Discover Video’s digital signage capability—when you purchase a Discover Video DEVOS media management system, you get unlimited digital signage for free! For smaller installations, you can also opt for one of our many budget-friendly server and media player options.

✓ Tech Support: Discover Video provides telephone & email support for your DEVOS signage system. Our team can train your employees and diagnose/fix any problems.
DIGITAL SIGNAGE APPLICATIONS

K-12

- Lunch menus
- Overflow for school graduations
- Open house information
- Educational TV
- Bus status for loading
- Announcements & reminders

Higher Education

- Special events
- Sporting events
- Lecture capture
- Campus maps
- Dining menus
- Social feeds
- Visitor info

Business

- Conference schedules
- Special speakers & events
- Company announcements & news
- Industry news
- Social media feed
- Awards & accomplishments
- Local weather
- Product display

Government

- Department locations
- Office hours
- Language translations
- Event streaming
- FAQ
- Holiday closings
- Community news
- Meeting schedules
- Public information

Use the DEVOS Real Time Announcement system for easy bus loading in K-12 schools.

Use DEVOS to host company-wide town hall meetings.

Improve the higher education learning experience with DEVOS lecture capture.
What else can you do with DEVOS?

- Stream Live Events
- IPTV Broadcasting
- Lecture Capture
- Morning Announcements
- Corporate Town Hall Meetings
- Professional Development
- Employee Onboarding
- Secure Online Training
- Webinars/Presentations

Want to create custom signage that engages and informs your audience with up-to-date, dynamic content? Contact us to see how Discover Video’s flexible and affordable digital signage solution can bring your signs to life.